Fitness Crosstrainer®
EFX® 835 Elliptical
Experience™ Series
The EFX® 835 with Converging CrossRamp®
combines essential reliability and ease-of-use
with a natural, low-impact stride to add value to
your facility. Design enhancements ensure easy
cleaning and maintenance for you while the unique
adjustable Converging CrossRamp® technology,
and upper body moving handlebars, deliver a total
body workout for your exercisers.
The P30 console complements the line through
form and function, with easy-to-use motion
controls, an LED display with essential workout
stats to keep exercisers moving, and a mobile
device charger.

Learn More: go.precor.com/efx835
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At Precor, we recognize that a great workout
is the sum of many parts. In your hands, the
products, services, and technologies we
offer can be combined in countless ways to
complement the programs and atmosphere
you’re creating.

Fitness Crosstrainer®
Experience™ Series
EFX® 835 Elliptical

Product Features
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1. Handlebars
With moving handlebars, exercisers can
achieve a total body workout.
2. P30 Console
The P30 console features easy-to-use motion
controls and an LED display that focuses
on the essential fitness stats to keep users
informed and engaged. Add an optional
Entertainment Cap to provide access to a
selection of audio channels, including those
from wall or ceiling-mounted displays, or
a Personal Viewing System (PVS) to give
exercisers a more personal entertainment
experience, with total choice and control.

Refined colorways with dark
Tungsten covers and two frame
color options.

Gloss Metallic
Silver

Gloss Metallic
Silver Frame
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3. Converging CrossRamp®
Patented converging footpath design and
incline adjustments between 10 - 35 degrees,
along with 20 levels of resistance, give
exercisers a challenging workout with a more
natural feeling stride.
4. Covered Ramp & Rear Drive Housing
Experience easy maintenance with the covered
ramp and rear drive housing that enable quick
access for cleaning.

Black Pearl

Black Pearl
Frame

5. Active Status Light
Alerts staff at a glance when the EFX needs
maintenance or service.

SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions (L x W x H): 80 x 28 x 67 in / 203 x 71 x 170 cm
Equipment Weight: 330 lb / 150 kg
Step-up Height: 8 in / 20 cm (pedal at lowest point)
Power: Self-Powered
Total Workouts: 15
Resistance Levels: 20
Ramp Angle: 10-35 degrees
Language: English, Dutch, French, German,
		 Italian, Japanese, Portuguese,
		 Russian, Spanish
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Network Capabilities: C-SAFE enabled
		 Mobile Device Charger - Standard
Entertainment: Optional - 15 in / 38.1 cm Personal Viewing System (PVS)
		
Optional - Wireless Entertainment Cap
Accessories: Integrated Reading Rack
		 Optional - Cable Management
Warranty: Visit www.precor.com for warranty terms.

